
Group Work Rubric 

Group Task Excellent Satisfactory Unacceptable 
Brainstorm story 
ideas related to the 
topic. 

Group lists 5 or more 
ideas and group 
discusses pros and 
cons of each idea 

Leader lists 4 ideas 
and half of group 
participates in 
discussion  

Fewer than 4 ideas are 
presented and less than 
half of group members 
participate  

Research story 
ideas. 

Group discusses key 
questions and evenly 
divides work of 
researching answers. 

Key questions are 
established and half 
of members agree to 
research answers. 

One or two members 
establish questions and 
research answers. Less 
than half of group is 
involved 

Create forum 
message and take 
group portrait 

Group finds 
interesting setting 
for portrait that 
conveys story idea. 
Group creates 
thoughtful message 
to describe their 
project to partner 
class. 

Group portrait is 
taken and several 
members post a 
brief description of 
project idea.  

All group members are not 
in portrait and only one 
member participates in 
message writing in forum. 

Assign tasks and 
create work plan for 
group. 

Workplan is written 
with clear 
assignments for each 
member, including 
approval of final 
script and shot lists. 

Workplan is written, 
however some group 
members are unclear 
about their tasks. 
Final script and shot 
list approval is 
scheduled. 

Workplan is not clearly 
written and most group 
members are unclear 
about tasks. Group has not 
scheduled deadline for 
script and shot list 
approval. 

Group members 
complete tasks and 
share work load. 

Group members 
complete tasks on 
time and help others 
to finish. 

Half of group 
finishes tasks, and 
some members help 
others. 

Few members complete 
tasks and mebers do not 
help each other.  

Group members work 
with other groups to 
produce a class film 
festival 

All members 
contribute ideas to 
festival plan. Half of 
group actually works 
on logistics of 
festival 
implementation. 

Some members 
contribute ideas and 
more than one 
member helps to 
implement festival 
plan. 

Members do not help 
other groups plan or 
implement film festival. 

Group members work 
with other groups to 
produce Class 
Service Project 

All members 
contribute ideas to 
Service Project plan. 
Half of group 
actually works on 
logistics of project 
implementation. 

All members 
contribute ideas over 
half of group helps 
to implement Service 
Project plan. 

Members do not help 
other groups plan or 
implement Service Project. 



 


